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Abstract

In this article, we review the dynamic control of parallel kinematic
machines. It is shown that the classical control strategies from ser-
ial robotics generally used for parallel kinematic machine have to be
rethought. Indeed, it is first shown that the joint space control is not
relevant for these mechanisms for several reasons such as mechanical
behavior or computational efficiency. Consequently, Cartesian space
control should be preferred over joint space control. Nevertheless,
some modifications to the well-known Cartesian space control strate-
gies of serial robotics are proposed to make them perfectly suited to
parallel kinematic machines, particularly a solution using an extero-
ceptive measure of the end-effector pose. The expected improvement
in terms of accuracy, stability and robustness are discussed. A com-
parison between the main presented strategies is finally performed
both in simulation and experiments.
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Nomenclature

The general notation used in this article is as follows.

X , �X , �X Any representation of end-effector pose,

velocity and acceleration

q, �q, �q Joint positions, velocities and accelerations

FKM Forward kinematic model

IKM Inverse kinematic model
�X � D �q Forward instantaneous kinematics matrix,

abusively called a Jacobian matrix

�q � Dinv �X Inverse instantaneous kinematics matrix,

abusively called an inverse Jacobian matrix
�D Time derivative of the forward instantaneous

kinematics matrix
�Dinv Time derivative of the inverse instantaneous

kinematics matrix

FDM Forwards dynamic model

IDM Inverse dynamic model

� Actuation torques

A Inertia matrix
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H Vector containing Coriolis, centrifugal and

gravity forces

M Inertia matrix of the actuated bodies, mapped

into the active joint space, diagonal and

constant

I Inertia matrix of the end-effector, diagonal

and constant

�f Friction forces

Fv� Fs Viscous and dry friction parameters

Kp� Kv� Ki Proportional, derivative and integral gain

uPID Signal generated by the PID controller

uff Feedforward compensation term

ucomp Compensation term

�d Desired variable �

e � �d � � Error signal between the desired and

measured (or estimated) variable �

s Laplace variable�m Numerical estimation of model m

��m� Skew matrix associated to the cross-product

by vector m

1. Introduction

From a theoretical point of view, parallel kinematic machines
allow for better dynamic performance than serial machines, in
terms of speed, accuracy and stiffness (Merlet 2000). There-
fore, they seem perfectly suitable for industrial high-speed ap-
plications, such as pick-and-place or high-speed machining.
However, experiments on parallel kinematic machines point
out that these good dynamic properties are not always estab-
lished (Wang and Masory 1993� Tlusty et al. 1999� Pritschow
2002� Brecher et al. 2006a� Denkena and Holz 2006). Con-
sequently, the improvement of static and dynamic accuracy is
still an up-to-date and prosperous research field.

On the one hand, recent machines allow for impres-
sive maximal acceleration, such as 200 m s�2 for the high-
speed manipulator PAR4 (Nabat et al. 2005) or 50 m s�2

for the Urane SX machine tool (Company and Pierrot 2002).
Such high acceleration cannot be achievable with serial kine-
matic machines. Consequently, the time gain is clearly estab-
lished (Geldart et al. 2003� Terrier et al. 2004). On the other
hand, several works deal with issues on the accuracy and stiff-
ness of parallel kinematic machines. Pritschow (2002) presents
a list of phenomena affecting the accuracy (see Figure 1). Two
major issues are the object of numerous works.

The first major issue, the presence of numerous joints,
causes kinematic model errors because of clearances and as-
sembly defects (Wang and Masory 1993). Moreover, the com-

Fig. 1. Causes of the loss of accuracy according to Pritschow
(2002).

plex kinematics often lead to model simplifications decreas-
ing the accuracy (Pritschow 2002). The main solution to these
problems is a performant kinematic identification (Wang and
Masory 1993). It allows for matching as far as possible the
machine model and its real behavior. The measures used for
identification are performed with various means (Daney 1999�
Besnard and Khalil 1999� Renaud et al. 2006� Chanal et al.
2006b). Another solution to kinematic errors consists of us-
ing adapted modeling methods to increase the model accuracy
while simplifying the algorithms (Merlet 2000).

The second major issue, the actuators of a parallel kine-
matic machine tool, do not apply a torque along the end-
effector motion axis, in contrast to a serial machine (Tlusty
et al. 1999). It results in a decrease of stiffness leading to
a lack of accuracy during the machining process. In this
way, a workspace can be determined where stiffness allows
for sufficient accuracy (Chanal et al. 2006a). Moreover, im-
provements are sought throughout the design of a new struc-
ture (Tlusty et al. 1999� Liu et al. 2000).

In summary, it seems that a parallel kinematic machine is
really faster than a serial machine, but gains in terms of stiff-
ness and accuracy are questionable. Actually, Merlet (2002)
explains that the advantages of parallel kinematic machines
can only be qualified as potential. To reach their theoreti-
cal performance, parallel kinematic machines still require im-
provements in design, modeling and control.

Nevertheless, the solutions presented above concern only
mechanical design, kinematic modeling and identification. To
our mind, the control of parallel kinematic machines is a field
where great potential remains for improving accuracy. Indeed,
most of the work in the literature only reuses the knowledge
of serial robotics whereas control strategies have to be thought
again to improve the performance of parallel kinematic ma-
chines. To illustrate this point, a state of the art on control
is first presented in this paper, to point out the major issues
that currently must be met. In this way, the relevant control
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Fig. 2. Linear single-axis control with feedforward.

strategies are revisited and novel solutions are proposed, in
the continuity of previous work (Ait Aider et al. 2006� Pac-
cot et al. 2006, 2007). Then, the expected improvements from
one control scheme to another are presented and discussed. Fi-
nally, some of the presented control strategies are applied to a
specific test-bed. With the prerequisite of an adapted dynamic
model and a dynamic identification, a comparison between
the different control schemes is proposed with simulated and
experimental results. Moreover, the comparison is achieved
throughout realistic application and relevant measures.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to
the state of the art of joint space control, Section 3 concerns
Cartesian space control and the proposed solutions, Section 4
deals with modeling the test-bed and Section 5 concerns the
results.

2. Control of Parallel Kinematic Machines in the
Joint Space

The knowledge of parallel robotics comes directly from serial
robots. Therefore, parallel kinematic machines are mainly con-
trolled with the same strategies as serial machines. Therefore,
the main control methods met in the literature are linear single-
axis and computed torque control, both in the joint space.

2.1. Linear Single-axis Control

In most industrial cases, a linear single-axis control, also called
PID control or simple control, is used (Khalil and Dom-
bre 2002� Zhiyong and Huang 2004� Brecher et al. 2006a�
Denkena and Holz 2006� Yang and Huang 2006). Figure 2 dis-
plays this well-known control scheme. This is the conventional
and simplest way to control a system. It can be used for ser-
ial and parallel kinematic machines. Therefore, controllers can
be reused, from serial to parallel kinematic machines, without
major adaptation, making this control strategy interesting in a
industrial context. In addition, it provides rather good perfor-
mance with regards to its wide use. The tuning of such a con-
trol is well known from the classical robotics method (Khalil
and Dombre 2002) to more elaborated methods, adapted for
parallel kinematic machines (Zhiyong and Huang 2004� Yang
and Huang 2006).

Let us remind the reader of the conventional method for a
theoretical tuning (Khalil and Dombre 2002). Out of habit, the
assumption of simple dynamics only with inertia forces asso-
ciated with a single constant and diagonal inertia matrix M ,
and without centrifugal, Coriolis and gravity forces is made:

� � M �q� (1)

The PID controller generates directly a torque input, uPID:

uPID � Kv �e � Kpe � Ki

�
e dt� (2)

The denominator of the closed loop transfer function can be
thus expressed as

B�s� � �Ms3 � Kvs2 � Kps � Ki� (3)

The classical tuning aims at obtaining a third-order negative
real poles system:

B�s� � M�s � ��3 (4)

with � chosen with respect to the mechanical resonance fre-
quency of the controlled machine. By matching each term of
(3) and (4), the gain values are expressed as follows:�����������

Kv � 3M��

Kp � 3M�2�

Ki � M�3�

(5)

This tuning gives theoretical values which have to be adapted
in practice. Indeed, the integral gain Ki is generally increased
to compensate for the dry frictions, while the derivative gain
Kv is generally decreased to cope with measurement noise.

In most cases, the linear single-axis control is improved
with a feedforward term, uff. The general formulation of this
term is

uff � M �qd� (6)

In this case, the error signal behavior is fixed by a third-order
ordinary differential equation:

Me�3� � Kv �e � Kp �e � Kie � 0� (7)

where e�3� is the third derivative with respect to time.
The gain values are the same as (5), which allows for a per-

formant error behavior. Let us notice that the M matrix is often
used out of the feedforward and PID gain, as in Figure 3. It
yields to the following error signal behavior:

M�e�3� � Kv �e � Kp �e � Kie� � 0 (8)

and a gain tuning independent from the machine inertia:�����������
Kv � 3��

Kp � 3�2�

Ki � �3�

(9)
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Fig. 3. Linear single-axis control with feedforward, practical
version.

Furthermore, in an industrial controller, some additional fea-
tures are used, such as friction, gravity and backlash compen-
sation, to improve accuracy. Such a control strategy ensures
sufficiently good performances for serial kinematic machine
tools to make it still widely used in the industry. Nevertheless,
a machine tool is quite slow, very heavy and stiff. Therefore, a
single-axis linear control ensures a efficient compensation of
the small dynamics and the behavior of the stiff mechanical
structure ensures a good static accuracy.

On the other hand, the single-axis control is known to be
weak with fast serial manipulators since it does not ensure a
sufficient compensation of the non-linear dynamics, leading to
a poor dynamic accuracy (Khalil and Dombre 2002). Actually,
reported experiments show that such a control cannot ensure
a good accuracy for parallel kinematic machines (Honegger
et al. 2000� Ouyang et al. 2002� Vivas et al. 2003� Brecher et
al. 2006a� Denkena and Holz 2006). Indeed, the presence of
the complex inverse kinematics in the path planning is a first
source of static accuracy lack, requiring adapted modeling and
identification as stated above. However, the complex dynamic
behavior is also a very unfavorable phenomenon.

As a matter of fact, the dynamic behavior of a parallel kine-
matic machine is strongly non-linear due to dynamic coupling
between the legs, which does not exist in the serial case. Fur-
thermore, most of the parallel kinematic machines have an
anisotropic behavior. Therefore, the hypothesis of linear dy-
namics is only verified at low speed and very locally. Con-
sequently, a linear single-axis control cannot be efficient in
the whole workspace with the same tuning, as established by
Brecher et al. (2006a). A first solution is the determination of a
restricted workspace with regard to maximal accelerations, as
initiated by Barrette and Gosselin (2005). This method could
be extended with the determination of a workspace, associated
with a maximal speed and acceleration, where dynamics are
fairly homogeneous with a low dynamic coupling. A second
method is path planning with dynamic consideration (Abdel-
latif and Heiman 2005� Oen and Wang 2007). In addition, the
use of an adapted time interpolation can smooth the trajectory
by limiting jerk or snap (respectively fourth- and fifth-order
time derivative of the joint position) (Erkorkmaz and Altin-
tas 2001� Fleisig and Spence 2001� Lambrechts et al. 2005). It
should be noted that a feedforward compensation in terms of
jerk and snap can thus be used (Lambrechts et al. 2005). Such
methods aim to ease controller action to ensure the required

accuracy. However, the limitations of such methods are the de-
crease of the effective speed and workspace leading to a low
use of the machines capabilities. Moreover, the real machine
motion is not completely mastered since the heavy computa-
tion generally imposes an off-line path generation without any
on-line corrections of this path.

To improve the real machine motion control, the control
gain tuning can be optimized with dynamic considerations, as
proposed by Zhiyong and Huang (2004) and Yang and Huang
(2006). Other solutions consist in control laws modification
(not always achievable on an industrial controller). Some
works deal with non-linear gains (Ouyang et al. 2002), robust
control (Kim et al. 2005� Fu and Mills 2005) and inapprecia-
ble phenomena compensation (Brecher et al. 2006b). Never-
theless, these strategies are still based on a single-axis control
with various compensation in an external loop. There is no dy-
namics compensation in the control loop. However, a direct
and simple way to compensate for the dynamic behavior is the
well-known computed torque control.

2.2. Computed Torque Control

The computed torque control is a widespread control strategy
for serial manipulators (Luh et al. 1980� Khalil and Dombre
2002). Figure 4 displays an example of this control scheme.
Let us remind the reader of how the classical computed torque
control works (Khalil and Dombre 2002). The control law is
based on the Lagrange formulation of the machine inverse dy-
namic model:

� � A�q� �q � H�q� �q�� (10)

By replacing �q in (10) by an adapted control signal u, an exact
linearization of the dynamics is ensured. Indeed, there is only
a double integrator between control signal and joint variables.
The following control signal is used:

u � �qd � Kv �e � Kde� (11)

In this case, the error signal has a second-order behavior:

�e � Kv �e � Kpe � 0� (12)

The gain tuning is, as is well known, fixed by a cut-off fre-
quency and a damping:��� Kv � 2���

Kp � �2�
(13)

The damping � is generally fixed between 0.9 and 1 to avoid
overshoot while yielding a good establishing time. The cut-off
frequency � is fixed to the highest value with respect to the
mechanical resonance frequency. It should be noted that the
integral gain is useless because the linearization of the dynam-
ics leads to a double integrator system. However, the integral
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Fig. 4. Joint space computed torque control.

gain is generally employed in practice. It allows the accuracy
to be improved by compensating for the light unmodeled phe-
nomena. Nevertheless, this control strategy can be improved
with friction and backlash compensation, in the same way as
the linear single-axis control.

With such a control scheme, the non-linear dynamic behav-
ior of the machine is compensated for in the whole workspace.
In this way, the linear controller is associated with an exactly
linearized system. Therefore, the controller performances are
maximal and homogeneous in the whole workspace. Never-
theless, these great performances are only achievable with a
dynamic model reflecting the real machine behavior perfectly.
Indeed, the computed torque control does not cope very well
with modeling errors (Khalil and Dombre 2002). They create
a perturbation on the error behavior which may lead to a lack
of stability and accuracy. Since a model almost never reflects
the real machine behavior exactly, modeling errors are nearly
unavoidable. Consequently, a minimization of these modeling
errors is required. In this way, dynamic identification is gener-
ally performed (Swevers et al. 1997�Gautier and Poignet 2001�
Olsen and Peterson 2001). Alternately, a more complex model
can be used. A flexible body dynamic model (Kock and Shi-
macher 2000b), instead of a rigid body model, allows the de-
formations to be taken into account, increasing the accuracy
of the model while increasing on-line computation. A model
taking into account task influence (Oen and Wang 2007), in-
stead of a model of the stand-alone mechanical structure, can
cope with external torques applied on the end-effector, which
are specific for the application (cutting, carrying a load, etc.).
Furthermore, if the influence of the modeling errors is still in-
terfering, robust control technique can be employed (Honeg-
ger et al. 2000� Lee et al. 2003� Vivas et al. 2003). Actually,
robust techniques are used here to compensate for the phenom-
ena which cannot be modeled, as they were originally designed
for, and not to compensate for insufficient modelling, as is seen
too often.

2.3. Discussion

The control strategies exposed above are performed in the joint
space. Practically, the actuators’ encoders are generally the

only available measurement mean. Theoretically, a serial kine-
matic machine is completely defined by its joint configuration,
in terms of kinematics and dynamics (Khalil and Dombre
2002). The joint configuration thus reflects the state of the
machine. Consequently, the joint space control is a state feed-
back control. As is generally admitted, a state feedback con-
trol allows the best accuracy to be obtained. Therefore, the
joint space control is relevant for serial kinematic machine,
provided that solving for the inverse kinematic problem is ac-
curate enough to translate the desired Cartesian path into the
correct joint reference path.

On the other hand, a parallel kinematic machine is com-
pletely defined by its end-effector pose, except in some rare
cases (3RRR for example (Chablat and Wenger 1998)). Ac-
tually, this is generally admitted for the kinematics (Waldron
and Hunt 1991� Merlet 2002� Dallej et al. 2006) and it is be-
ing extended to the dynamics (Dasgupta and Choudhury 1999�
Khalil and Ibrahim 2004� Callegari et al. 2006). The end-
effector pose can thus be considered as the state of a paral-
lel kinematic machine (Dallej et al. 2006). Therefore, a joint
space control is not a state feedback control but a biased ob-
server feedback control. Consequently, the best performance
in term of accuracy cannot be ensured with such a control.

Moreover, the instantaneous kinematics and dynamics de-
pend on the end-effector pose as stated above. Consequently, a
joint space model-based control, such as the computed torque
control, should include the forward kinematic model. To il-
lustrate this point, we propose an explicit form of the com-
puted torque control in the joint space which includes these
forward transformations (see Figure 5). In general, the for-
ward kinematics of a parallel kinematic machine do not have
a closed-form expression in contrast to a serial machine. A
joint configuration can thus lead to several end-effector poses
(namely up to 40 for the Gough–Stewart platform (Merlet
1990� Husty 1994)). Some solutions can be removed since
they are complex or mechanically inadmissible, but the end-
effector pose cannot be estimated only from the active joint
configuration with reliability. Indeed, the forward kinematic
problem is a square model since it has exactly the same amount
of equations and unknowns. Hence, it is sensitive to any mea-
surement noise, not even to mention the kinematic model and
calibration errors. In addition, the on-line computation of the
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Fig. 5. Joint space computed torque control for a parallel kinematic machine, explicit version.

end-effector pose leads to a lack of speed, accuracy and stabil-
ity. Consequently, the performances of the control are limited.
Furthermore, the implicit presence of on-line numerical trans-
formations leads, in practice, to model simplifications thus in-
creasing modeling errors. As reminded above, the computed
torque control has a weak robustness with regards to the mod-
eling errors. Thus, the joint space computed torque control is
often unusable by itself. Some solutions are reported such as
simplified dynamics and robust control (Lee et al. 2003� Vi-
vas et al. 2003) or non-linear feedforward compensation with
robust control (Honegger et al. 2000). Nevertheless, the mas-
tery of robust control and the perfectible accuracy make the
joint space computed torque control unwelcome in an indus-
trial context.

As a conclusion, the joint space control seems to be in-
herently imperfect and unadapted for parallel kinematic ma-
chines. Since the latter are completely defined by their end-
effector pose, improvements could be found in the Cartesian
space (SE3) control.

3. Control of the Parallel Kinematic Machines in
the Cartesian Space

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the control of a par-
allel kinematic machine in the Cartesian space, or the task
space, is often mentioned in the literature (Beji et al. 1998�
Yamane et al. 1998� Kock and Shimacher 2000a� Marquet et
al. 2001� Caccavale et al. 2003� Lee et al. 2003� Callegari et
al. 2006). Nevertheless, only few experiments have been per-
formed. When it is used, many model simplifications are per-
formed decreasing the accuracy and stability (Lee et al. 2003).
The purpose of this section, which is the essential theoretical
contribution of this paper, is therefore to propose a complete
revisiting of the Cartesian space control strategies. It is based
on the serial–parallel duality (Waldron and Hunt 1991) and
thus requires the following assumption.

Fig. 6. Simple PID control in the Cartesian space, first version.

Assumption 1. The end-effector pose can be measured ac-
curately at the control frequency.

This assumption is discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1. Equivalent of Single-axis Linear Control in the
Cartesian Space

3.1.1. With the End-effector Dynamics Only

The Cartesian space equivalent of the linear single-axis con-
trol given by Figure 6 is generally used (Callegari et al. 2006).
However, it is shown that the transposition from joint to Carte-
sian space is not completely straightforward. In the control
scheme of Figure 6, the simplified dynamics is expressed as

� � �DT �X�I �X� (14)

where only the inertia of the end-effector I is taken into ac-
count. The latter is mapped into the active joint space with the
forward instantaneous kinematic matrix.

The feedforward compensation term can be then expressed
as

uff � �Xd� (15)

In this case, the error signal behavior is fixed by the following
equation:

�DT �X�I �e�3� � Kv �e � Kp �e � Kie� � 0� (16)

Consequently, the following tuning should be used:
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Fig. 7. Simple PID control in the Cartesian space, second version.

�����������
Kv � 3��

Kp � 3�2�

Ki � �3�

(17)

Consequently, a similar running between single-axis linear
control and this Cartesian space control strategy is retrieved
here, with similar dynamics, feedforward compensation term
and PID tuning. The only difference is the presence of the
transposed forward instantaneous kinematic matrix in the con-
trol loop. However, we can make some remarks here. First,
the presence of a numerically estimated model in the control
loop can lead to a lack of stability and accuracy, and increases
the complexity of the control scheme. Second, the dynamics
in (14) only concerns the end-effector inertia and the legs in-
ertia is neglected. However, this assumption seems to be too
restrictive, particularly in the machine-tool case where legs are
generally heavier than the end-effector. The compensation of
the machine dynamic behavior might not, hence, be achieved
efficiently. Thus, the accuracy of this control strategy is ques-
tionable. Let us see whether it is more relevant to take into
account the legs simplified dynamics.

3.1.2. With the Leg Dynamics Only

The simplified inverse dynamics in (1) is reused here. The joint
acceleration �q is expressed as a function of the end-effector
pose with the second-order inverse instantaneous kinematics:

� � M
�

Dinv�X� �X � �Dinv�X� �X� �X
�
� (18)

The feedforward term is also expressed in as a function of the
end-effector pose:

uff � M
�

Dinv�X� �Xd � �Dinv�X� �X� �Xd
�
� (19)

In this case, the error signal behavior is fixed by the following
equation:

M Dinv�X�e
�3���Kv�M �Dinv�X� �X�� �e�Kp �e�Kie � 0� (20)

Consequently, the following tuning has to be used:�����������
Kv � 3M Dinv�X�� � M �Dinv�X� �X��
Kp � 3M Dinv�X��2�

Ki � M Dinv�X��3�

(21)

In a first approach, with this formulation, the tuning is not con-
stant and thus difficult to set up in an industrial context. Never-
theless, we can rearrange each term to propose a lighter control
scheme, as illustrated by Figure 7. In this case, the feedforward
term is

uff � �Xd� (22)

A compensation term is added. It is expressed as

ucomp � M �Dinv�X� �X� �X � (23)

In this case, the error signal behavior is fixed by the following
equation:

M Dinv�X��e
�3� � Kv �e� Kp �e � Kie� � 0� (24)

Consequently, the gain tuning becomes�����������
Kv � 3��

Kp � 3�2�

Ki � �3�

(25)

This proposed control strategy is the direct Cartesian space
equivalent to the single-axis control in the joint space. How-
ever, it should be noted that the transposition between Carte-
sian and joint space is not as straightforward as it could have
seemed at first glance. The control scheme complexity has
clearly increased whereas the dynamics compensation issues
listed previously are still present since the same simplified
dynamics is used. Moreover, the end-effector dynamics is ne-
glected.
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Fig. 8. Simple PID control in the Cartesian space, third version.

3.1.3. With the Legs and End-effector Dynamics

Now, the two simplified dynamics used above can be grouped
together to take into account both legs and end-effector iner-
tia (Figure 8). Thus, a more elaborated expression of the sim-
plified dynamics can be

� � M �q � DT I �X � (26)

The control law is nearly the same as that presented above
(compare Figure 7 and Figure 8). The tuning is the same as
(25). Nevertheless, a more efficient compensation of the ma-
chine dynamic behavior can be performed here in comparison
with the two previous cases (Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) since
more phenomena are taken into account. However, the numer-
ical issues of the forward instantaneous kinematic matrix are
retrieved here and thus impose some care.

Let us remark that this formulation is used by Marquet
et al. (2001) and Vivas et al. (2003) directly in a computed
torque control. Nevertheless, since these simplified dynam-
ics presents inevitably important modeling errors, a predictive
control, asking for heavy computation, is thus employed to en-
sure good performances at high speed. Actually, this approach
stands on the border between simple control and computed
torque control: the control is almost considered as a single-
axis control when a simple PID controller is used, and as a
computed torque control when a more complex controller is
used.

Consequently, the interest of change from the joint to Carte-
sian space could be questionable, in the simple PID control
case. Nevertheless, we show in Section 3.3 some mechanical
advantages for the Cartesian space control. Now, instead of
using simplified dynamics and time-consuming complex con-
troller, the use of the complete dynamics in a computed torque
control can allow for a simpler controller with lighter com-
putational burden, while ensuring equivalent or better perfor-
mances.

3.2. Computed Torque Control in the Cartesian Space

The Cartesian space computed torque control is well known
for serial kinematic machines (Khalil and Dombre 2002). The

presence of the numerical inverse instantaneous kinematic ma-
trix 	Dinv (see Figure 9) mean that this control strategy is rarely
used for serial kinematic machines. Indeed, the forward instan-
taneous kinematic matrix of a serial kinematic machine is gen-
erally composed of trigonometric functions, thus making the
numerical inversion all the more difficult because of the ex-
istence of numerous singularities and non-linear dependence
upon noise.

On the other hand, in the parallel kinematic case, this con-
trol scheme is perfectly relevant when it encloses an inverse
dynamic model depending on the end-effector pose and time
derivatives (Caccavale et al. 2003� Callegari et al. 2006). In-
deed, there is a minimal use of numerical transformations
when the end-effector pose and speed are measured (see Fig-
ure 10). Actually, the only used numerical transformation is
the transposed forward instantaneous kinematics matrix used
to map the Cartesian space dynamics into the active joint
space (Dasgupta and Choudhury 1999� Khalil and Ibrahim
2004� Callegari et al. 2006). Since inverting this matrix con-
sists only of a numerical inversion of quite a simple matrix,
the computational burden is less important than for solving
for the forward kinematics problem. Moreover, the Cartesian
space computed torque control for parallel kinematic machines
is dual with the joint space computed torque control for the se-
rial kinematic machines (see Figures 4 and 10). Consequently,
the behavior of the joint space computed torque control de-
scribed above is retrieved here, namely the error behavior in
(12) and the tuning in (13), which we recall here:

�e� Kv �e � Kpe � 0 (27)

and ��� Kv � 2���

Kp � �2�
(28)

Consequently, the known performances of the computed
torque control could thus be expected, with the prerequisite of
a good dynamic modeling, a good dynamic identification and
a good algorithm for the remaining numerical transformation.
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Fig. 9. Cartesian space computed torque control for serial kinematic machines.

Fig. 10. Cartesian space computed torque control for parallel kinematic machines.

3.3. Discussion

3.3.1. Joint Space or Cartesian Space Control?

The Cartesian space control is particularly relevant for paral-
lel kinematic machines. Theoretically, since the end-effector
pose is the state of a parallel kinematic machine, the Carte-
sian space control ensures a state feedback control leading to
a better accuracy than a joint space control which is not a state
feedback control any more. Moreover, by using a Cartesian
space inverse dynamic model in a Cartesian space computed
torque control, a minimal use of numerical transformations is
required leading to a fast, stable and accurate control, when a
good model is used and a good dynamic identification is per-
formed. Furthermore, some additional advantages can be noted
when a fast and accurate end-effector pose measure is available
(Assumption 1).

First of all, in a joint space control, the regulated error is
the error between a transformed desired trajectory, thus biased
by the modeling errors, and a measure not reflecting the real
end-effector pose, insensitive to backlashes or deformation. On
the other hand, in the Cartesian space control case, the regu-
lated error is the error between the measured and desired end-
effector trajectories. Consequently, a Cartesian space control
ensures a direct task control and thus can be more accurate
than a joint space control.

Second, since the inverse kinematic model is not used to
compute the joint reference path (see Figures 5 and 10), the
constraints on kinematic identification could be relaxed. In-
deed, without any kinematic identification, the Cartesian con-
trol performs an accurate positioning of the end-effector, when
a point-to-point task is desired, since the reference trajectory
is not biased by the inverse kinematic model errors. Further-
more, as far as the trajectory tracking is concerned, the dy-
namic identification prevails against the kinematic version in
the minimization of the dynamic modeling errors. In addition,
a dynamic identification, which is linear, is easier to set up
than a kinematic identification, which is non-linear.

Third, a Cartesian space control is more interesting in
the neighborhood of singularities. Indeed, one joint vari-
able configuration leads to several end-effector poses (Husty
1994). In the worst cases, a disturbance on joint trajectory
can thus shift the end-effector pose without changing the joint
configuration. This can happen, in particular, in the neigh-
borhood of singularities (assembling mode changing trajec-
tory (Chablat and Wenger 1998)) or in cups points (non-
singular posture changing trajectory (Zein et al. 2006)). This
change of the end-effector pose is not observed by a joint space
control whereas a Cartesian space control is able to do so (see
Figure 11). Consequently, the Cartesian space control tries to
bring back the end-effector pose to its reference or fails when
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Fig. 11. Cartesian space ensures correct end-effector reference
tracking in contrast to joint space control.

the singularity cannot be crossed again. In contrast, a converg-
ing joint space control cannot tell whether the Cartesian ref-
erence tracking fails or not. Consequently, a Cartesian space
control can ensure a more reliable tracking than a joint space
control.

Last but not least, even on a planned path taking into ac-
count kinematic and dynamic constraints, the joint position er-
rors are independent of each other when using a joint space
control. Therefore, the kinematic constraints cannot be en-
sured and two types of defect may appear: uncontrolled par-
asite end-effector moves or internal torques if these moves are
impossible, thus degrading passive joints. In the same way as
two-arm robot control (Dauchez et al. 1989), Cartesian space
control can minimize, or cancel in the best cases, internal
torques (Marquet et al. 2001). Indeed, the regulated errors,
which are end-effector pose errors, are naturally compatible
with the end-effector moves.

Consequently, the theoretical advantages of the Cartesian
space control over the joint space one are now obvious. There-
fore, the Cartesian space control seems perfectly relevant for
the parallel kinematic machines and should always be used.
However, the discussion made above assumes to have an avail-
able fast and accurate observation of the end-effector pose.
This point remains the main issue making the Cartesian space
control use occasional. Indeed, the measure of the end-effector
pose is not an easy deal.

3.3.2. Comments on Assumption 1

In the literature, the observation is generally indirect: the end-
effector pose is estimated throughout the forward kinematics
problem solving (Beji et al. 1998� Yamane et al. 1998� Kock

and Shimacher 2000a� Marquet et al. 2001� Lee et al. 2003�
Caccavale et al. 2003� Callegari et al. 2006). Thus, the numer-
ical estimation issues, such as computation time, stability, re-
liability and accuracy, are retrieved here. In such a case, the
property of a stable and accurate control is called into ques-
tion and should be investigated. Nevertheless, adapted algo-
rithms (Merlet 2004) or metrological redundancy (Baron and
Angeles 2000� Marquet et al. 2002) can decrease the forward
kinematics complexity and computation. Thus, it can improve
the accuracy and stability of the control. However, the use
of a kinematic model imposes heavy modeling and an accu-
rate kinematic identification since the measure is biased by the
kinematic errors.

Alternatively, instead of using a mechanical model, a direct
measure can be used. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the means to measure the end-effector pose are few and far
between. Laser trackers and computer vision are the main can-
didates. On the one hand, laser trackers allow for a very accu-
rate and fast Cartesian position measure (20 	m and 3 kHz)1.
Nevertheless, they are very expensive and hard to use. In ad-
dition, the orientation measure is not mastered. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, they are only used for kinematic iden-
tification (Newman et al. 2000) and have never been used in
the control loop.

On the other hand, computer vision is not as accurate and
fast but is very easy to implement in a control scheme. It is a
well-known solution for the kinematic control of a serial kine-
matic machine, namely visual servoing (Weiss et al. 1987� Es-
piau et al. 1992� Hutchinson et al. 1996). Recent works deal
with visual servoing of a parallel kinematic machine and show
good properties (Kino et al. 1999� Dallej et al. 2006). How-
ever, only this only concerns kinematic control. Ginhoux et al.
(2004) proposed a fast visual servoing of a serial kinematic
machine. However, the dynamics are compensated for with a
robust controller and not with a computed torque control. To
our mind, the application of such a control to parallel kine-
matic machines is not relevant according to what we stated
above. A more relevant solution could be a visual computed
torque control as initiated by Fakhry and Wilson (1996) for a
serial kinematic machine. To the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, there is no work on the fast visual servoing of parallel
kinematic machine whereas good performances could be ex-
pected (Ait-Aider et al. 2006� Paccot et al. 2006).

To conclude, the Cartesian space control of parallel kine-
matic machines seems to be a relevant solution improving the
accuracy, stability, speed, reliability and mechanical behav-
ior. Let us now validate the theoretical discussion experimen-
tally.

1. See http://www.faro.com.
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Table 1. Notation for the modeling of the Isoglide-4 T3R1.

X � [Xe Ye Ze 
]T Cartesian variables describing the end-effector pose X

X0, Y0, Z0, �Z Constant parameters describing the reference position of each leg in the fixed basis

q1i � qi , q2i , q3i Joint variables describing the leg i

q jiki � q ji � qki Joint variables sum

s ji � sin q ji , c ji � cos q ji Trigonometric operations on joint variables

� � [0 �
 0]T Angular velocity of the end-effector

L Length of the end-effector

d3, d4 Length of arm and forearm of a leg

M R1 Mass of a leg

M X R2, MY G2 First moments of the arm of each leg around the X- (grouped with other terms) and
Y -axes

M XG3, MY G3 First moments of the forearm of each leg around the X - and Y -axes

Z Z2� Z Z R3 Inertia term of the forearm and the arm (grouped with other terms) of each leg around the
Z-axis

Mcomp3, Mcomp4 Equivalent mass of the forces applied by the compensator mounted on the vertical legs

MP Mass of the end-effector

Mt � M R1 � MP Mass of the end-effector and a leg

M SP � [MP X P MPYP MP Z P ] Vector of the first moments of the end-effector around the fixed basis frame

IP Inertia matrix of the end-effector

Y YP Inertia term of the end-effector around the Z -axis

g Acceleration of gravity

4. Modeling of the Test-bed

The notation used is this section is described in Table 1.

4.1. Presentation of the test-bed

The test-bed is the Isoglide-4 T3R1 (see Figure 12 and (Gogu
2004)). This parallel kinematic machine is fully isotropic with
decoupled motion. It is a four-degrees-of-freedom machine
with three translations and one rotation. This machine is com-
posed of four identical legs. Each leg contains one actuated
prismatic joint and two passive revolute joint, linked to the
end-effector by one universal joint (see Figures 13 and 14).
The actuation is performed with linear motors.

This machine is designed for high-speed machining. Hence,
the structure weight is important to meet the stiffness require-
ments: 31 kg for each leg and 14 kg for the end-effector. There-
fore, the leg dynamics have a great influence and thus cannot
be neglected, in contrast to common light parallel kinematic
machines for pick-and-place. Consequently, a complete dy-
namic modeling and a performant dynamic control is required
to ensure the high accuracy required in machining. This test-
bed is thus relevant for validating the assumption made on the
weakness of single-axis linear control.

The main advantage of the Isoglide-4 T3R1, as far as con-
trol is concerned, is to have a closed-form expression of the
forward kinematic and instantaneous kinematic models:�������������������

Xe � q1 � X0�

Ye � q2 � Y0�

Ze � q3 � Z0�

sin 
 � q4 � q3 � �Z

L
�

(29)

and

D�X� �


���������

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 � 1

L cos 


1

L cos 


���������
� (30)

Therefore, the simple and closed-form expression of the for-
ward kinematics are interesting for validating the proposed
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Fig. 12. Global view of the Isoglide-4 T3R1.

Fig. 13. Kinematic scheme of the Isoglide-4 T3R1.

Cartesian space control schemes. Indeed, it removes issues
from the numerical estimation and the lack of fast and accu-
rate end-effector pose measure. Therefore, a fairer comparison
between forward kinematic model based control and extero-
ceptive measure based control could be achieved. Actually, the
influence of the numerical estimations issues on control behav-
ior, which are hard to quantify, are removed. The comparison
can only be achieved in term of sensor and identification accu-
racy with regards to the control accuracy.

4.2. Dynamic Modeling

Achieving a performant computed torque control requires
a Cartesian space dynamic modeling method with an easy

Fig. 14. Detail of one leg.

implementation, a low computation cost and minimal sim-
plifications. In this way, the method of Khalil and Ibrahim
(2004) is preferred to other known methods (Dasgupta and
Choudhury 1999� Tsai 2000� Callegari et al. 2006). Indeed, it
is based on the Newton–Euler algorithm, known to be relevant
in a control context. Moreover, the application of the method
is easy due a very simple formulation.

According to Khalil, the inverse dynamic model can be sim-
ply expressed as (Khalil and Ibrahim 2004):

� � �DT

�
�p �

n�
i�1

J T
pi DT

i ��i ��i �

�
� �f� (31)

where:

� �p are the dynamics of the end-effector�

� n is the number of legs�

� Di is the inverse instantaneous kinematic matrix of leg
i �

� Jpi is a Jacobian matrix linking the Cartesian coordi-
nates of the end of the leg i to the Cartesian coordinates
of the end-effector�

� �i are the dynamics of the leg i �

� �i is the gravity vector of the leg i .

This modeling method is thus achieved through a complete
modeling of each leg and a determination of the end-effector
dynamics.

4.2.1. Modeling of Each Leg

A leg can be seen as a stand-alone 3-PRR serial kinematic ma-
chine. The modeling of such a serial kinematic machine is well
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known. Consequently, we only give the obtained models with-
out details on the method. The kinematics are determined with
Khalil–Kleinfinger notation, the dynamics with the Newton–
Euler algorithm and the notation of Khalil and Dombre (2002).

The inverse instantaneous kinematic matrix of leg 1 can be
expressed as

D1 �


�������
1 0 0

0
s2131

d3s31

c2131

d3s31

0
d4s2131 � d3s21

d4d3s31

d4s2131 � d3s21

d4d3s31

������� � (32)

Each term of the inverse dynamics of the first leg, �1 �
[H11 H12 H13]T are detailed below:

H11 � M R1 �q11� (33)

H12 � �Z Z R2 � 2d3 M XG3c31 � 2d3 MY G3s31� �q21

� �Z Z3 � d3 M XG3c31 � d3 MY G3s31� �q31

� �d3 M XG3s31 � d3 MY G3c31� �q2
21

� �d3 M XG3s31 � d3 MY G3c31� �q2
2131� (34)

H13 � �Z Z3 � d3 M XG3c31 � d3 MY G3s31� �q21

� �Z Z3� �q31

� �d3 M XG3s31 � d3 MY G3c31� �q2
21� (35)

The passive joint variables are expressed as function of the
end-effector pose with simple trigonometric relations. Other
legs have similar models. The change comes from the position
of the legs in the Cartesian space, modifying the gravity terms
and Jacobian matrix organization. The gravity vectors, �i , for
each leg are detailed below:

�1 �
�� 0

�M X R2s21�MY G2c21�M XG3s2131�MY G3c2131�g

�M XG3s2131�MY G3c2131�g

��(36)

�2 �
�� 0

�M X R2c22�MY G2s22�M XG3c2232�MY G3s2232�g

�M XG3c2232�MY G3s2232�g

��(37)

�3 �
�� ��M R1�Mcomp3�g

0

0

�� (38)

�4 �
�� ��M R1�Mcomp4�g

0

0

�� (39)

Two gravity compensators are used for the vertical legs,
namely the third and fourth, explaining the presence of terms

Mcomp3 and Mcomp4. Their influence is approximated as con-
stant.

The Jacobian matrices Jpi have a very simple expression.
Indeed, the end of each leg is defined by its Cartesian posi-
tion. The end-effector is defined by four Cartesian variables
[Xe Ye Ze 
]T. For the first and third legs, there is only an offset
between the Cartesian position of the legs and the end-effector
and the orientation 
 has no influence. For the two other legs,
the orientation 
 has an influence which is easily determined
with trigonometric relations. Consequently, the matrices have
the following expressions:

Jp1 � Jp3 �

������
1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

������ (40)

Jp2 � Jp4 �

������
1 0 0 Ls


0 1 0 0

0 0 1 Lc


������ � (41)

4.2.2. Dynamics of the End-effector

The dynamics of the end-effector are determined with the
Newton–Euler equation (Khalil and Dombre 2002� Khalil and
Ibrahim 2004):

�p �  P
�X �

��� � �� � M Sp�

� ��

���
��Mp I3	M S p

�� g� (42)

where  P is the inertia tensor of the end-effector expressed as

 P �

� MP I3 ���M SP�

��M SP� IP

� (43)

Only the terms along the end-effector degrees of freedom
are retained which yields the final expression of the end-
effector dynamics as shown in Table 2.

4.2.3. Inverse Dynamic Model of the Isoglide-4 T3R1

The inverse dynamic model is obtained using (31). For the sake
of being concise, the global expression is not mentioned here.
Nevertheless, the model obtained has a closed-form expression
allowing for an interpretation of each term. The main term is
the inertia of the legs and the end-effector in translation, this
term thus has a great influence on the tracking performances.
Then the other main terms concern the coupling between legs
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Table 2. The final expression of the end-effector dynamics.

�P �


�����
MP �Xe � �MP X Ps
 � MP Z Pc
 � �
 � ��MP X Pc
 � MP Z Ps
 � �
2

MP �Ye

MP� �Ze � g�� ��MP X Pc
 � MP Z Ps
 � �
 � �MP X Ps
 � MP Z Pc
 � �
2

Y YP �
 � �MP X Ps
 � MP Z Pc
 � �Xe � ��MP X Pc
 � MP Z Ps
 �� �Ze � g�

�����

due to the heavy inertia. Even if a kinematic decoupling is en-
sured, the dynamic coupling remains present and cannot be
compensated for with a linear control. The last term concerns
the rotation inertia of the end-effector: this term is not prepon-
derant and can be neglected if necessary.

A simple friction forces model is implemented to compen-
sate for the latter and improve accuracy:

�f � �Fv �q � Fs�sign� �q�� (44)

5. Results

5.1. Simulation

First, the improvement of the joint space computed torque con-
trol (Figure 5) over the single-axis (Figure 2) control is shown.
A comparison is achieved in terms of the straightness error
and tracking error on a relevant trajectory. Second, a compar-
ison between computed torque control in the joint space and
in the Cartesian space (Figures 5 and 10) is performed. The
Cartesian space computed torque control is performed with the
forward kinematics and with a direct measure to emphasis the
improvement when using the direct measure rather than the
forward kinematics.

The machine behavior is simulated with the forward dy-
namic model obtained by inverting (31) which allows the end-
effector acceleration to be computed (see Figure 15). Realistic
noises and errors are used, such as a 10% error on dynamic
parameters, 50 	m accuracy for geometric parameters (re-
quired manufacturing and assembly tolerance for the Isoglide-
4 T3R1). Let us stress that neither deformations nor assem-
bly errors (such as a non-perpendicular axis) are simulated. A
1 	m accuracy is fixed for the joint sensors, and a 20 	m and
10�4 rad accuracy for the direct measure (laser tracker perfor-
mance). The tuning is done with � � 5 Hz and the control and
sensors have a 1 kHz sampling rate.

The reference trajectory, Figure 16, is composed of one
translation along the X -axis, one translation along X-, Y - and
Z -axes and one translation along the three axes with a rota-
tion. The first part of the trajectory allows for pointing out the
ability of the control strategy to compensate for the dynamic
coupling between legs. The second part allows for comparing
the compensation of the inertia forces. The last part allows for
a comparison of joint space control and Cartesian space con-
trol performed with forward kinematics and direct end-effector

Fig. 15. Dynamic model of the machine used in simulation.

Fig. 16. Reference trajectory in Cartesian space.

pose measure. Indeed, there is only a difference, between for-
ward and inverse kinematics, on the rotation since the Isoglide-
4 T3R1 has decoupled translations (see (29)).

A fifth-degree polynomial point-to-point interpolation is
used to have a smooth trajectory. The maximal acceleration is
fixed to 3 m s�2 to simulate a machining operation. This low
speed is far from the high-speed pick-and-place situation.

5.1.1. Joint Space Computed Torque Control versus
Single-axis Control

Figure 17 shows the trajectory in the XY plane performed by
the two control strategies, single-axis control and the com-
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Fig. 17. Comparison, in the XY plane, between single-axis linear control and the joint space computed torque control.

Table 3. Straightness error on each segment measured in
simulation.

Single-axis Joint space computed
torque control

First segment 0.759 mm 0.026 mm

Second segment 1.900 mm 0.089 mm

Third segment 3.758 mm 0.180 mm

puted torque control in the joint space, and the reference. In
Figure 17(a), the two control strategies are biased with regards
to the reference trajectory. Figure 17(b) shows the details of
a sharp corner crossing, with zero speed, and reveals a differ-
ence between single-axis and computed torque control. Indeed,
the trajectory followed with the single-axis control is not com-
pletely straight and presents some oscillations in the corner,
in contrast to the joint space computed torque control. This
is numerically verified in Table 3. The computed torque con-
trol allows for straightness errors about 20 times less impor-
tant than single-axis control does. Figure 18 shows the track-
ing error on X -axis for the same two control strategies. The
single-axis control presents important tracking errors with a
maximum along the four axes displacement (2.5 mm peak to
peak). On the opposite, the computed torque control allows for
small tracking errors. These errors are distributed around the
constant bias, 318 	m, between the performed trajectory and
the reference trajectory.

Fig. 18. Tracking error on the X-axis for the single-axis lin-
ear control and joint space computed torque control, and bias
between the reference and performed trajectory.

Thus, using a computed torque control instead of simple
control improves the dynamic accuracy of the machine. In-
deed, the high dynamic coupling between legs, due to impor-
tant masses, is clearly not negligible, even at machining speed
often considered as quasi-static. Therefore, the complete ma-
chine dynamics should be taken into account in the control
loop. Moreover, the strong influence of the kinematic iden-
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Fig. 19. A comparison, in the XY plane, between joint and
Cartesian space computed torque control, with forward kine-
matics and direct end-effector pose measure.

tification is retrieved here. Actually, there is a bias between the
Cartesian reference and the joint reference, due to remaining
kinematic errors. In the Isoglide-4 T3R1 case, this bias is con-
stant and can be seen as an adjustable offset. However, in more
complex cases, this bias is not constant along the workspace
and thus cannot be compensated for without a more accurate
kinematic identification asking for a more accurate measure
and heavier computation.

5.1.2. Joint Space Computed Torque Control versus Cartesian
Space Computed Torque Control

Figure 19 show the performed trajectory in the XY plane
by the joint space computed torque control, the Cartesian
space computed torque control with forward kinematics and
the Cartesian space computed torque control with direct end-
effector pose measure. The first two control strategies have
exactly the same behavior and bias with regards to the ref-
erence trajectory. On the other hand, the trajectory performed
by the computed torque control with direct end-effector pose
measure does not present a bias and is mixed with the refer-
ence trajectory. Figure 20 shows the orientation tracking error
for the computed torque control in the joint and the Cartesian
space. Joint space and Cartesian space, with forwards kine-
matics, computed torque control have exactly the same be-
havior. The computed torque control with direct end-effector
pose measure allows for better accuracy than the two other

Fig. 20. A comparison of the orientation error tracking be-
tween joint space and Cartesian space control, with forward
kinematics and a direct measure of the end-effector pose.

control strategies, since there is no bias and there are better
tracking performances during the rotation at the end of the
trajectory, between 1.3 and 1.8 seconds. The tracking perfor-
mances are numerically summarized in Tables 4 and 5. The
joint space computed torque and the Cartesian space computed
torque control with forward kinematics have strictly the same
performances. On the opposite, the use of a direct end-effector
measure allows for better mean errors (13 versus 322 	m) and
similar standard deviation for the X-axis and straightness er-
rors. Concerning the orientation, the direct measure allows for
a tracking error 30 times less important than the forward kine-
matics.

The use of the Cartesian space control with a direct mea-
sure of the end-effector pose instead of a joint space control
does improve static and dynamic accuracy, whereas a forward
kinematics based control only allows for good dynamic per-
formances but reduced geometric accuracy. Indeed, the use
of a direct measure allows us to compensate for the kine-
matic errors without concerning ourselves with extremely ac-
curate kinematic identification. The performed trajectory is not
shifted with respect to the reference trajectory. Furthermore, it
needs to be underlined that even though the direct measure is
less accurate than the joint sensors, using it for control ensures
equivalent translation tracking performance and better orien-
tation performance. By improving the measure accuracy, we
can improve the performance of the control law. In this case,
the sensor accuracy thus has more influence on the control ac-
curacy than the modeling errors. Finally, the numerical results
show that a 100 	m accuracy, which is the minimum required
in machining, can be achieved with the computed torque con-
trol without particular care. Nevertheless, this can be still im-
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Table 4. Straightness error on each segment measured in simulation.

Joint space computed Computed torque control Computed torque control
torque control with forward kinematic model with direct measure

First segment 0.026 mm 0.026 mm 0.040 mm

Second segment 0.089 mm 0.089 mm 0.083 mm

Third segment 0.180 mm 0.180 mm 0.147 mm

Table 5. Tracking errors along the trajectory.

Control Mean of tracking Standard Mean of Standard
error on X deviation of tracking deviation of

tracking error on 
 tracking
error on X error on 


Joint space computed torque control 0.322 mm 0.024 mm 2	 0�079	

Computed torque control with forward kinematic model 0.322 mm 0.024 mm 2	 0�079	

Computed torque control with direct measure 0.013 mm 0.026 mm 0	 0�006	

proved with less error on parameters (in other words a better
identification), a more elaborated gain tuning and a more ac-
curate sensor.

5.2. Experiments

5.2.1. Dynamic Identification

In order to fit the inverse dynamic model to the real dy-
namics of the machine and ensure the best performances for
computed torque control, dynamic identification was realized
(see Table 6). The method used here was proposed by Gue-
gan et al. (2003). The chosen exciting trajectory is composed
of axis-by-axis displacements with acceleration ranging from
0.5 to 3 m s�2. A simulation on different trajectories (cir-
cles, axis-by-axis displacements, coupled axis displacement
and random trajectory) shows that the axis-by-axis displace-
ments obtained the best condition number. Indeed, it allows
both free and constrained moves on each axis. The parameters
concerning the dynamic coupling are thus determined with the
torques recorded during free moves. Those concerning the in-
ertia terms are determined during constrained moves.

Results lead to an observation matrix condition number of
355.56 which is relatively good. Inertia parameters (M X R3,
Z Z R3, Z Z R2, Mt , MR1) are identified with a standard de-
viation from 0.40% to 1.29%, friction terms (Fsi and F�i )
from 1.07% to 6.34%. Let us remark that some parameters de-
scribing the end-effector cannot be identified because the end-
effector is lighter than the legs, thus having little influence on
the dynamics. Anyhow, the good results of the identification
process allow for the fulfillment of the small modeling errors
condition, necessary to ensure a stable and accurate computed
torque control.

5.2.2. Experiments

The simulation showed that a Cartesian space computed torque
control with forward kinematics and a joint space computed
torque control have the same behavior. The expected improve-
ments could only be established with a control using a direct
measure of the end-effector pose. At the moment, the computer
vision is not accurate and fast enough to set up relevant exper-
iments and a laser tracker is too expensive. Consequently, we
can only propose an experimental comparison between single-
axis control and computed torque control in the Cartesian
space with the forward kinematics. To achieve this compari-
son, the end-effector trajectory is measured with a 512 � 512
camera as an exteroceptive measure running at 250 Hz. This
provides us with a measure of the real end-effector trajectory
instead of a model biased estimation. A comparison between
the camera and a laser interferometer is performed (see Fig-
ure 21). Figure 22 shows that the camera has an average accu-
racy of 26 	m compared with the interferometer measure thus
validating further results.

Both control schemes have the same gain tuning with the
same cut-off frequency (�c) of 5 Hz. Nevertheless, the deriv-
ative gain in the single-axis controller cannot be set at its the-
oretical value because the linear actuators we use do not cope
with noise, even if filtered. The reference trajectory is a simple
100 mm2 square in the XY frame. A fifth-degree path genera-
tion with a 3 m s�2 maximal acceleration is used. The trajec-
tory is executed in a segment-by-segment manner.

Figure 23 shows the performed trajectory in the XY plane
for the two control strategies, single-axis and computed torque
control, compared with the reference trajectory. Let us stress
that Figure 23 only represents the relative displacements. Thus,
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Table 6. Dynamic identification results.

Parameter CAD Identified Units �

values values (%)

M X R3 3.235 5.054 kg�m 0.42

MY G3 0 0 kg�m

M X R2 7.971 0 kg�m

MY G2 0 0 kg�m

Z Z3 1.787 2.443 kg�m2 1.29

Z Z R2 6.429 8.420 kg�m2 0.54

Mt 45.011 39.513 kg 0.62

MR1 31.4380 39.999 kg 0.40

MP X P 2.059 0 kg�m

MP Z P 0 0 kg�m

Y YP 0.411 0 kg�m

Mcomp3 45.011 49.180 kg 0.50

Mcomp4 31.4380 41.005 kg 0.39

Fs1 10.907 N 2.76

Fs2 25.558 N 1.25

Fs3 21.044 N 1.71

Fs4 28.980 N 1.07

F�1 36.108 N �s�m�1 3.81

F�2 89.419 N �s�m�1 2.45

F�3 35.211 N �s�m�1 6.34

F�4 64.793 N �s�m�1 3.10

Observation matrix condition number: 355.56

Number of samples: 65404

Fig. 21. Straightness measure with a high-speed camera and a
laser interferometer.

Fig. 22. Comparison between the laser interferometer and the
camera.

the bias due to the geometrical errors is not measured. The
computed torque control achieves an accurate tracking while
the single axis cannot. Indeed, the computed torque control
performs straight displacements whereas the single-axis con-
trol presents some oscillations around the reference. Numer-
ically, the straightness error are divided by 7 for the X -axis
displacement and 10 for the Y -axis displacement (see Table 7).
Figure 24 shows the time evolution of the end-effector position
along the X-axis for the reference trajectory, the single axis
control and the computed torque control. It should be noted
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Fig. 23. Comparison between the single-axis and computed
torque controller measured with a high-speed camera on a
100 mm XY square.

Table 7. Measured straightness error on the square seg-
ments with a high-speed camera.

PID Computed torque control

Left edge 0.733 mm 0.154 mm

Right edge 2.255 mm 0.330 mm

Bottom edge 3.318 mm 0.443 mm

Top edge 3.143 mm 0.293 mm

that the computed torque control presents good tracking per-
formance whereas the single-axis control presents important
tracking errors and overshoot.

Thus, these experiments validate the simulation results
above. In other words, using computed torque control instead
of a linear single-axis control improves tracking. It should be
noted that the obtained results are worse than expected. Indeed,
simulations do not take into account assembly defects, making
the difference between the simulated model and the control
model smaller than the difference between the real machine
and the control model. The assembly defects are treated in the
kinematic models (Rizk et al. 2006) and should be extended
to dynamics. In addition, a more accurate identification with
exteroceptive measure, such as computer vision (Renaud et al.
2006), could be used to improve control accuracy.

Fig. 24. End-effector pose along the X-axis measured with a
high-speed camera on a 100 mm2 square.

6. Conclusion

In this article, our aim was to show that control of a parallel
kinematic machine should be rethought. To our mind, a com-
puted torque control in the Cartesian space, with an exterocep-
tive end-effector pose measure and a Cartesian space dynamic
model, is the relevant solution to ensure the best performance
and use of the machine capabilities.

Indeed, the inherent complexity of the closed mechanical
structure leads to highly non-linear dynamics with dynamic
leg coupling. Therefore, a single-axis control cannot ensure
correct performance while using the whole workspace and the
machine maximal speed capabilities. In this way, the computed
torque control is known to be a relevant solution for serial
kinematic machines. However, the computed torque control is
often forsaken by the parallel kinematic machine community
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since it often requires robust control. Nevertheless, these con-
trol schemes of serial robotics are classically performed in the
joint space and thus should not be reused directly for parallel
kinematic machines.

Actually, since a parallel kinematics machine is defined by
its end-effector configuration, using a Cartesian space control
is more relevant than using the classical joint space control.
In addition, when it is performed with an exteroceptive end-
effector pose measure, the modeling errors sources are min-
imized leading to a more stable control than the joint space
control, making the robust control useless or, at least, used only
for unknown disturbances rejection. Furthermore, we showed
that a Cartesian space control allows for a better mechanical
structure handling than the joint space control.

Simulations were performed to validate the above discus-
sion and some of them were validated experimentally. Nev-
ertheless, further experiments should be performed to vali-
date the improvement of the use of an exteroceptive measure
of the end-effector, such as computer vision or laser tracker.
These experiments should be preceded by a more performant
identification. The test-bed is very particular, therefore exper-
iments on other structures, such as the Gough–Stewart plat-
form, should be done to validate the genericity of the approach
and validate the internal torque minimization and the behav-
ior in the neighborhood of singularities. Last but not least, a
theoretical demonstration of the control accuracy, stability and
robustness in regards with measure and modeling errors could
be performed as initiated by Paccot et al. (2007).
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